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Abstract 
We investigate how the S&P committee balances the Index’s goals of representing the U.S. equity market as well 
as capturing the performance of the equity market through its addition/deletion decisions. Our results show that the 
Index represents the US equity market very well by maintaining large stocks. However, these large stocks 
underperform the Index by 0.24% per month. The index committee makes up the lower performance of these 
stocks by adding high-performance stocks when deletions occur. The deletion/addition events are therefore crucial 
in both representing the equity market and tracking it performance. 

Keywords: event studies, index performance, S&P 500 constituents  

1. Introduction 
Introduced in 1957, the S&P 500 Index (henceforth the Index) is regarded as the principal barometer of the US 
equities market and is the performance benchmark for many funds. (Note 1) Thus, the Index has the dual roles of 
representing the U.S. equity market (percentage of the equity market captured by the Index) and acting as a U.S. 
equity market performance benchmark. To act as an appropriate performance benchmark, the Index’s 
performance should reflect the US equity market performance. However, the firms that capture the U.S. equity 
market (large firms) do not necessarily exhibit performance that is representative of the equity market 
performance. We study how the S&P committee balances the dual goals of the Index in their addition/deletion 
decisions. For instance, a large firm may underperform the market, but the S&P committee may retain the firm in 
the Index due to its size (representation of the US equity market). 

Both representing the equity market and capturing its performance are influenced by the companies in the Index, 
which have not, and cannot, remain the same over long periods due to natural company occurrences such as 
bankruptcies, restructuring, mergers and acquisitions. In addition to these events, a firm can also be deleted from 
the Index if it substantially violates an inclusion threshold. (Note 2) Since its inception, roughly 1,600 companies 
have been deleted from the Index and the same number of companies has been added. We study how the S&P 
committee balances the dual goals of the Index in its delete/add decisions. This is important since a large firm 
may not necessarily deliver performance that is representative of the U.S. equity market. We find that large firms 
survive in the Index despite their poor performance, underperforming U.S. equity market (and the Index) the 
Index by 0.24% per month. Thus, the Index’s was able to track the U.S. equity performance by the additions of 
strong-performing stocks and deletions of smaller poor-performing stocks. This suggests that the 
addition/deletion events are critical for the Index in capturing the market’s performance. 

Stock additions to and deletions from the Index have attracted considerable research, primarily focusing on 
whether the abnormal returns associated with stock additions are consistent with information certification or with 
demand pressure. (Note 3) To our knowledge, only two studies compare the performance of the original 500 
stocks to that of the updated Index to investigate whether the updating activities hinder or enhance the Index 
performance. Foster and Kaplan (2001) report that the updated 500 companies consistently generated higher 
returns than the original 500 companies that made up the Index in 1957. This result suggests that actively 
managing a portfolio to mimic the updated Index generates higher returns than buying and holding the original 
500 companies. Thus, the study suggests that replacing the original stocks has enhanced the Index’s 
performance.  
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In contrast to Foster and Kaplan, Siegel and Schwartz (2006) report that the returns of the original 500 
companies are significantly higher than those of the updated companies from 1957 through 2003. Siegel and 
Schwartz attribute Foster and Kaplan’s contrary results to their focus on market values. In particular, updating 
the Index typically involves replacing lower-valued companies with higher-valued companies and this inflates 
the value of the continuously updated Index. Siegel and Schwartz report that, while the return based on market 
value is higher for the updated Index, the returns per share including reinvested dividends are higher for the 
original 500 stocks than the updated stocks. Siegel and Schwartz’s finding suggests that replacing some of the 
original 500 stocks has hindered the Index’s performance.  

Unlike Foster and Kaplan (2001) and Siegel and Schwartz (2006), we do not focus on whether buying and 
holding the original 500 stocks represents a better investment strategy than investing in the updated Index, rather, 
we focus on how equity market representation and performance considerations influence the S&P committee’s 
add/delete stock decisions. To analyze this, we classify all stocks that were ever members of the Index by 
whether they survived in the Index or were deleted from the Index or were added to the Index. We analyze the 
performance and the market capitalizations of these portfolios to determine whether the stocks that survived in 
the Index did so because of their performance or because of their market capitalizations. In terms of performance, 
we first investigate whether the performance of the updated Index reflects the U.S. equity market performance 
by comparing the Index’s return to the return of all stocks listed in the CRSP database. The results show that the 
Index’s return mimics the market’s return very well over our sample period.  

Turning to analyzing the Index’s performance, we find that the stocks that continuously survived in the Index 
underperform the Index (and the market). Also, the survived stocks did not outperform the deleted stocks. It is 
possible that this is due to the fact that some of the deletions occur due to natural firm events such as mergers or 
acquisitions or due to general changes to the Index such as the reorganization of the Index in 1976 to include the 
financial sector. Since these events are not entirely discretionary, the performance of the stocks that were 
dropped from the Index may not necessarily be inferior compared to that of those that were retained in the Index. 
As a result, we also compare the survived stocks to only the stocks that were voluntarily deleted and the 
conclusions remain the same. Collectively, the results show that the stocks that survived in the Index 
underperform the updated Index and the equity market. Thus, the performance of the updated Index is 
representative of the equity market’s performance mainly because of the strong performance of the added stocks. 
This suggests that addition/deletion events are vital in making the Index’s performance representative of the 
equity market’s performance.  

Our finding that the stocks that were added to the Index enhanced the Index’s performance, outperforming both 
the stocks that survived in the Index and those that were deleted from the Index, is not necessarily inconsistent 
with Siegel and Schwartz’s (2006) finding that the original stocks outperformed the updated Index. Since the 
stocks that replaced the original stocks can also be replaced, and indeed these events occur frequently, the effect 
of deletions and additions on the Index’s performance can be different from that implied from comparing the 
performances of the updated Index and the original stocks. (Note 4) Also, unlike Siegel and Schwartz’s study, 
we do not focus on the performance of the stocks that were deleted from the Index after the deletion events and 
their study covers 1957 through 2003, while ours covers 1973 through 2009.  

Since there is no evidence that the stocks that survived in the Index did so because of performance, we turn our 
attention to their market capitalization. In particular, if capturing the US equity market is important to the S&P 
committee, they would retain large stocks to capture the US equity market and the performance of these stocks, 
as discussed earlier, might not necessarily be representative of the market’s performance. Over our sample 
period, 100 stocks continuously survived in the Index and these stocks account for about a half of the Index’s 
capitalization. This suggests that the survived stocks remained in the Index mainly due to equity market 
representation considerations and not because their performance was representative of the market’s performance. 
In summary, we find that the S&P committee maintains the Index’s role of capturing the U.S. equity market by 
retaining stocks with high capitalizations and of capturing the equity market performance by replacing smaller 
non-performing stocks with high performance stocks. 

Our study is of empirical relevance since stock additions/deletions can influence both the Index’s representation 
of the U.S. equity market and its ability to mimics the performance of the equity market. In particular, if the 
Index’s performance does not track the equity market well, it will not be an appropriate benchmark for 
evaluating the performance of investments (mutual funds, etc) if the U.S. equity market performance is deemed 
as the appropriate standard. Thus, it is essential to examine the ability of the Index to track the U.S. equity 
market and factors that influence this ability. Our finding that addition/deletion decisions have, in fact, help the 
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We next turn to analyzing how the S&P committee achieves the dual goals of representing the U.S. equity 
market and mimicking the market’s performance by focusing on the stocks that continuously survived in the 
Index. We first analyze the contribution of these stocks to the Index’s performance to determine whether they 
survived in the Index because their performance reflects the performance of the Index and, therefore, the U.S. 
equity market. Panel A of Table 2 presents the average value-weighted returns and Panel B reports the 
equally-weighted results for the S&P updated portfolio, the survived portfolio, the added stock portfolio, the 
deleted stock portfolio and the discretionary deleted stock portfolio. The average returns for all portfolios, 
including the deleted portfolio, are based on the return when the stocks in the portfolios were members of the 
Index. From the results, we see that the stocks that continuously survived in the Index do not outperform the 
updated Index. For instance, the geometric mean value-weighted return is 1.21% per month for the updated 
Index, while it is 0.97% for the stocks that continuously survived in the Index. In addition, we see that the stock 
that continuously survived in the Index do not outperform the stocks that were deleted from the Index. For 
example, the geometric mean return of the stocks that were deleted is 1.11% and that for discretionary deletions 
is 1% (the results based on the arithmetic average return or the median return are similar).  

 

Table 2. The Returns of the S&P 500 stocks, the Continuously Survived Stocks, the Deleted Stocks and the 
Added Stocks 

Portfolio 
Geometric Mean 

Return 

Arithmetic Mean 

Return 

Risk-Adjusted 

Arithmetic Return 
Median Return

Panel A:  Value-Weighted Returns 

Updated Stock Portfolio (1) 1.21 1.262,3,5 0.39 1.342,3,5

Survived Stock Portfolio (2) 0.97 1.053,4 0.26 1.00263,4

Added Stock Portfolio (3) 1.62 1.624,5 0.76 1.664,5

Deleted Stock Portfolio (4) 1.11 1.21 0.35 1.17

Discretionary Deleted Stocks (5) 1.00 1.07 0.29 1.01

Panel B:  Equally-Weighted Returns 

Updated Stock Portfolio (1) 1.06 1.102,3,5 0.41 1.352,3,5

Survived Stock Portfolio (2) 0.80 0.893,4 0.22 0.983,4

Added Stock Portfolio (3) 1.21 1.224,5 0.85 1.314,5

Deleted Stock Portfolio (4) 0.93 0.97 0.34 1.09

Discretionary Deleted Stocks (5) 0.80 0.84 0.29 0.90

The table shows the average monthly percentage returns for the firms in the S&P 500 Index, those that continuously survived, those that 

were added to and those that were deleted from the Index from January 1973 through December 2006. The returns are for only the months 

that the stocks were actually in the Index. 

2,3,4,5 Indicate that the mean is different from the mean in portfolio 2,3,4,5 at the 5% level of test, respectively. We use t-tests for the 

difference in means and Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests for the difference in medians. 

 

It is possible that the stocks that were deleted from the Index performed poorly in the immediate periods 
preceding the deletion events. Consequently, we report the returns of the stocks that were deleted in the one, two 
and three years prior to the deletion events in Table 3. For completeness, we also report the returns of the added 
stocks prior to the addition events. The results show that firms that were deleted from the Index were, in fact, 
losing value in the years preceding the deletion events (the average returns of the deleted stocks and the 
voluntary deleted stocks are negative). Clearly, the deleted stocks underperformed the survived stocks in the one 
to three years prior to the deletion events. However, we also find that 88 of the 100 stocks that survived also had 
one- two- and three-year returns that were lower than the geometric average return of the firms that were 
voluntarily deleted at some points over our sample period, but they have remained in the Index. Thus, it does not 
appear that the firms that survived in the Index did so because their performance was representative of the equity 
market performance. As a result, we turn our attention to investigating the capitalizations of the survived stocks. 

Each month, we compute the capitalization of the 100 firms that continuously survived in the Index and scale it 
by the capitalization of all the 500 firms in the Index. Figure 3 reports the average yearly ratios over our sample 
period and the results show that this ratio is about a half (the average over our sample period is 0.502). That is, 
the 100 stocks that survived in the Index account for half of the Index’s capitalization. T-test shows that the 
mean capitalization of the 100 stocks in the Index (0.502) is larger than the proportion of their number in the 
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5. Conclusion 
We investigate how the S&P committee balances the Index’s goals of representing the U.S. equity market as 
well as capturing the performance of the equity market through its addition/deletion decisions. The goal of 
representing the U.S. equity market can be achieved by including largest stocks in the Index. However, the 
performance of the largest stocks may not necessarily reflect the performance of the U.S. equity market. To 
study this, we initially examine whether the S&P 500 Index tracks the U.S. equity market. Next, we investigate 
the contributions of the stocks that continuously survived in the Index, those that were deleted from the Index, 
and those that were added to the Index to the performance of the Index. Lastly, we study the capitalizations of 
these portfolios.  

The results show that the S&P 500 Index mimics the U.S. equity market performance very well and, therefore, 
serves as an appropriate benchmark for the performance of the U.S. equity market. However, we find that the 
contributions of the portfolios of survived stocks, deleted stocks, and added stocks to the Index’s performance 
are different. In particular, our results show that the stocks that survived in the Index underperform the updated 
Index by 0.24% per month. In addition, the contribution of the survived stocks to the Index’s performance is not 
different from that of the stocks that were deleted from the Index. Thus, based on performance alone, there is no 
reason why the stocks that survived in the Index should do so. It appears that the Index committee makes up for 
the short-fall in the performance of the survived stocks by adding high-performance stocks.  

Finding no evidence that the stocks that survived in the Index did so because their performance was 
representative of the U.S. equity market, we investigate the capitalization of the survived portfolio. Over our 
sample period, one hundred stocks continuously survived in the Index. These stocks, which represent only 20% 
of the stocks in the Index, capture one half of the Index’s capitalization. Thus, these survived stocks are 
relatively large compared to the deleted or added stocks. Overall, our results suggest the survived stocks were 
retained in the Index mainly because they represent the U.S. equity market and not because their performance 
reflects the equity market performance. Thus, we conclude that the S&P committee capture the U.S. equity 
market by retaining stocks with large capitalizations in the Index and offsets their negative effect on the Index’s 
performance by replacing smaller non-performing stocks with high-performing stocks.  

Overall, our results show that the S&P 500 Index captures the U.S. equity market well and its performance also 
mimics the U.S. equity market. However, its ability to play these dual roles is largely dependent on the S&P 
committee’s addition/deletion decisions. It is therefore essential to examine the Index’s representation of the 
equity market as well as its ability to track the equity market performance if the Index is to remain an appropriate 
performance benchmark for evaluating the performance mutual funds and other investments. Overall, our 
findings suggest that the Index’s performance is an appropriate benchmark for evaluating the performance of 
investments if the performance of the U.S. equity market is an appropriate standard. 
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Notes 
Note 1. In fact, the history of the Index dates back to 1923 when Standard and Poor’s constructed the stock price 
index of all traded stocks. In 1926, a composite index was constructed with 90 stocks. Later, on March 4, 1957, 
the composite index was expanded to include 500 companies and the name was changed to the S&P500 Index. 

Note 2. To be included the company must (i) be a U.S. Company (set and implemented since  2002), (ii) have 
market capitalization in excess of US$5billion, (iii) have a public float of at least 50%, (iv) be financially viable 
and have positive reported earnings for at least four consecutive quarters, (v) have adequate liquidity and 
reasonable price (the ratio of annual dollar value traded to market capitalization for the company to be 0.3 or 
greater), (vi) have sector representation for a diversified and representative portfolio (10 sectors in total), and (vii) 
be an operating company (however, some real-estate-investment trust and business-development companies are 
eligible for inclusion). For details, see www.indices.standardandpoors.com. 

Note 3. Examples of these include Harris and Gruel (1986), Shleifer (1986), Beneish and Whaley (1996, 2002), 
Lynch and Mendenhell (1997), and Blume and Edelen (2004). Elliot, Van Ness, Walker and Warr (2006) provide 
a detailed survey of these studies. 

Note 4. For example, suppose stock A is the only original stock that is replaced in the Index by stock B. Then a 
stronger performance of the original stocks than the updated stocks will imply that the performance of A after its 
deletion is stronger than B after its addition (i.e., the delete/add decision hinders the updated stocks’ 
performance). If, however, B is also replaced by C, then a stronger performance of the original stocks does not 
necessarily imply that the delete/add decisions hinder the performance of the updated stocks. In particular, if B 
performed poorly after its deletion, the performance of A and B when they were deleted can be worse than the 
performance of B and C when they were in the Index (i.e., the delete/add decisions did not hinder the updated 
stocks’ performance). In other words, while the first delete/add decision was bad, the second one was good and 
this good event can overcompensate for the original bad decision. 

Note 5. The number of stocks reported by Compustat for December 1972 is 495 and this number declines for 
earlier dates.  

Note 6. Prior to 1976, there were 425 industrial firms, 25 retail and railroads, and 50 utilities. In 1976, 40 
financial firms were added and industrial firms were reduced to 400, retail and railroads to 20, and utilities to 40. 

 

 


